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Go With the Flow Solutions, LLC
3798 Dunecrest Drive
Muskegon, MI 49441
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VISIT US AT WWW.TIDEMINDERS.COM

ASK ABOUT TIDEMINDERS®
AT YOUR NEAREST MARINE DEALER

HERE’S HOW TO ORDER:

Dr. Shrink, Inc. Toll-Free (800) 968-5147
315 Washington St., Manistee, MI 49660
www.dr-shrink.com or drshrink@dr-shrink.com
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from: Go With the Flow Solutions, LLC

NEW & IMPROVED!
April 7, 2006

AVAILABLE IN
4 COLORS!

The latest system for control of boats and their
dock/mooring lines in tidal/surging waters:

PROTECTS
•Your Boat •Your Lines •Your Dock
(up to 1" diameter)

ELIMINATES
•Line Fouling & Snagging •Chafing
•Frequent Adjustments

PROVIDES
•Constant Tension & Shock Absorption
•Steady Up & Down Movement with Boat
•Long-term Security When Away from Boat

TideMinders
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TideMinders® are a
One–time Investment

from Go With the Flow Solutions, LLC

Testimonials & Comments Heard at our Seminars
We added TideMinders to the stern lines on our C&C 32, used daily in our
sailing school at Torresen Marine. We don’t have tides, but our open
docks are exposed to rough water during storms and on windy days.
The TideMinders have really done their job, keeping steady tension on the
stern lines as they adjust to surges and waves. After a full season of use,
there was no sign of chafing – the lines were as good as new. TideMinders
should be especially useful on boats that are unattended for days or
weeks at a time.
Brian Torresen, Service Mgr., Torresen Marine, Muskegon, MI

My Morgan Out Island 33 is tied off the stern to pilings with two sets of
TideMinders. We have had extreme tides and stormy winds from different
directions and performance has been excellent in all conditions. We have
none of the problems or freqent adjustments that the other boats require.
I feel more confident with this system than any method I have used to
secure a boat.

TideMinders® IN

ACTION

Set ‘em and forget ‘em!
They are virtually INDESTRUCTIBLE, they FLOAT,
and are GUARANTEED FOR 10 years

Alan McAllister, Hernando Beach, FL

For me, the best thing about TideMinders is that they hold our old Hatteras
44 securely, but gently, with very little sideways or fore and aft movement.
And I like their shock absorbing effect so I don’t really need snubbers or
spring lines. If the weather gets rough I still use spring lines, but only to
share the load on the boat’s deck cleats. I’m convinced that the last thing
to fail would be the TideMinders.
Dr. Brian Parkhurst, Holland, MI

We had 40 knot winds for three days blowing water out of the bay - the
keel was on the bottom. Then the water came back in, quickly rising four
feet above normal. The TideMinders held the boat centered in her slip.
Even at the lowest and highest levels, line tension remained steady. Their
shock absorbing effect is great! Once we had a stern chock ripped out
with a sudden lurch of the boat - this won’t happen using TideMinders.
Chris Waln, Arlington, VA

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS COME WITH EACH KIT!
This little “string of pearls” is remarkable!
It’s the TideMinders® that are literally wrapped
around the piling – not the line itself.
Your mooring line never touches the piling.
TOOLS ARE NOT REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY!
When you leave on a cruise, take the whole apparatus
with you for use in the next marina.
Your dock neighbor will want a set for the “shared” piling.
The TideMinders® work beautifully together,
without concern for who’s on top!

